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What do we mean by 
Serendipity?



Definition

► According to Oxford English Dictionary:

“the faculty of making happy and unexpected discoveries 
by accident”.

► It was voted as one of the 10 words in the English 
language that were most difficult to translate into other 
languages.

In French it is serendipicite or serendipite, but also 
heureux hasard for “fortunate chance”

► For scientists it means discovering things in the course of 
their investigations that they weren’t looking for.



Etymology

► Word is attributed to Horace Walpole and is take from the 
Persian name for Sri Lanka, Serendip. Horace Walpole’s Correspondence, W.S.Lewis, 

Yale edition

► Walpole cites a fairy tale called “The Three Princes of 
Serendip”. As they travelled they kept drawing wise
conclusions from accidental discoveries about things they 
were not looking for.

► The tale tells for instance how one of the princes 
discovered that a one-eyed camel had travelled before 
them on a road because the grass was only eaten on the 
left hand side. 



Serendipity

►Notice Walpole stresses that Serendipity involves

 An accidental observation

 A wise interpretation

 About something unexpected

►The French scientist Louis Pasteur famously said:

“in the fields of observation, chance favours only 
the prepared mind” 

► 250 years earlier, Shakespeare said in Henry V:

“All things are ready if our minds be so”



Some examples



Chocolate chip cookies!

►Ruth Wakefiled, a dietitian and food lecturer in 
Massachusetts is credited with their serendipitous 
discovery in the 1930’s.

►Making Butter Drop Dough cookies and running 
out of bakers chocolate, she crumbled a bar of 
semi-sweet chocolate into the dough, expecting 
the chunks to melt – they didn’t.

►They were served to guests staying at her “Toll-
house”. The rest as they say is history!

►Accidental event, smart conclusion, unexpected 
outcome



Pharmaceuticals

► Penicillin

Alexander Fleming identified that after sneezing on 
culture plates the antibacterial protein in mucus 
killed the bacteria. This triggered further research, 
leading to the discovery of penicillin.

► LSD

Albert Hofmann accidentally absorbed some of the 
chemical while studying the derivatives of the wheat 
fungus – ergot. Albert, not Abbie, had the first acid 
trip in history while riding his bike home after work!



Astronomy



Moons of Jupiter



Moons of Jupiter

► In 1610 Galileo turned a spyglass designed for military use, 
towards Jupiter.

► He observed the planet close to what he thought were 3 
previously unseen “stars”. 

► Next night he was surprised to see that instead of 2 “stars” 
being to the east and one to the west of the planet, now 
all 3 were to the west.

► Gradually he started to realise that the “stars” may actually 
be moons, in orbit around the planet. 

► Prior to this observation, no one had expected moons 
orbiting planets

► This serendipitous discovery is one of the most profound 
ever, and was responsible for a major change in how we 
understood the universe.



Volcanoes on Io



Volcanoes on Io

► In 1979, Voyager 1 had sent images of Io back to 
earth. A navigational engineer, Linda Morabito, 
noticed that something  had changed between 
images

“It seemed unbelievable that something that big 
had not been visible before“

► She had become the first person to discover that 
Io was volcanically active, in fact the most 
volcanically active body in the solar system.



Volcanic eruptions on Io



The Planetary Grand 
Tour



Planetary Grand Tour

►Gary Flandro, a summer student at JPL, realised that 
a rare alignment of planets on one side of the sun, 
would occur in the late 1970s.

►This would provide an opportunity to allow a single 
spacecraft to explore the outer planets of the solar 
system, taking advantage of “gravitational assist”. 

►The original plan suffered from budget cuts, but the 
window of opportunity was eventually exploited by 
NASA in the 2 Voyager missions.

► If the window of opportunity had passed, it would 
not have occurred again for 175 years.



McNeill’s
Nebula



McNeill’s Nebula

► In 2004, Julian W. McNeil, an amateur astronomer 
in Kentucky, took some pictures in the region of 
M78 in Orion. He was using a 3inch refractor.

►When he examined them he noticed an unusual 
object that the sky charts didn’t show. 

►He alerted the Lowell 
Observatory and bigger 
telescopes were then 
focused on the discovery



McNeill’s Nebula

►This animation was 
created from a series of
images taken over a 
2 year period by different
observers.

►They saw a bright cone of gas & dust illuminated 
by a young sun

► It was quickly realised that this bright reflection 
nebula was from a star that had flared during the 
last few months



Soap
Bubble 
Nebula



Soap Bubble Nebula

► In 2008, three amateur astronomers in California 
found this beautiful planetary nebula in Cygnus

► It is the remnant of a dying star that shed its outer 
shell about 22,000 years ago

► First to see it was Dave Jurasevich
a chemical engineer. Next were 2                   
medical professionals, Keith                       
Quattrochi & Mel Helm 

► Jurasevich notes on his web site that with the 
powerful equipment now available, amateurs can 
make very significant contributions to science.



Discovery of Pulsars



Discovery of Pulsars

► In late 1960’s a team at Cambridge University was using 
radio astronomy to search for Quasars

► Instead of rapid, random pulses they detected a signal that 
pulsed at regular intervals (1.3373011 secs)

► At first it was thought that this “little green men” signal was 
man-made, this was not the case

► Other astronomers had looked at the data and missed the 
signal. Joceyln Bell, the grad student who found it, had found 
a pulsar, the first observational evidence for neutron stars.

► Fortuitously, the signals of quasars and pulsars could both be 
detected by the same antennae

► Her supervisor, Anthony Hewish, won a Nobel prize for the 
discovery made by his group



Messier’s
“disappointing” 

discoveries 



Messier the “Comet hunter”

►Charles Messier was a comet hunter tasked with 
spotting the return of Halley’s comet, during his 
career he did discover 15 comets

►He kept a list of “embarrassing objects”, fuzzy 
objects that were not comets

►This list is a treasure trove of galaxies, nebula, 
globular clusters

►While he may not have regarded them as 
serendipitous discoveries, they were the result of 
scanning the sky, night after night, searching for 
elusive comets



Hanny’s
Object



Hanny’s Object

►A Dutch schoolteacher, Hanny van Arkel, a big fan 
of the band Queen, was inspired by the book 
“Bang – The Complete History of the Universe”  by 
guitarist Brian May

►This led to her becoming involved in the Galaxy 
Zoo project, classifying galaxies

► In 2007 she spotted a mysterious green object, 
now known as “Hanny’s Object”

►A serendipitous interest in astronomy led to a 
significant scientific discovery



SERENDIP



SERENDIP

►No discussion of Serendipity in Astronomy  would be 
complete without:

“Search for Extraterrestrial Radio Emissions from 
Nearby Developed Intelligent Populations”

► Searches radio bands for intelligent signals

►Uses simpler algorithms than SETI, but over a wider 
spectral band

►Will it make a serendipitous discovery?



And many more examples!

► Finding X-Rays from space while searching for X-
Rays from the moon

► Finding Cosmic gamma rays while looking for 
evidence of nuclear testing!

►Herschel discovered Uranus while looking for faint 
stars

►Radio astronomy benefited greatly from advances 
in radar technology during World War II

► Etc

► Etc



Serendipity: Closing thoughts

►Alexander Fleming, on winning the Nobel 
prize for Chemistry in 1945 for his discovery 
of Penicillin said:

►“Nature makes penicillin, I just 
found it, one sometimes finds what 
one is not looking for”



Closing thoughts

►Serendipity is jumping into the haystack to 
search for a needle and coming up with the 
farmers daughter” (James Comroe)



What do these examples of serendipity 
have in common?

►Right person, right place, right time

►Enthusiasm, often hard work

►Enquiring mind

►Not jumping to conclusions

►They were often made by individuals, even 
amateurs



“Don’t let your elders brainwash you”

►This quote is from Catherine Cesarsky, 
outgoing president of the International 
Astronomical Union

►Advising young professional astronomers to 
allow some time to think outside the box, 
and their sponsors and funders to allow 
them some room to be creative

►As amateur astronomers, everything we do 
can be outside the box!



Thank you for your 
attention!



Questions?


